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Abstract

This document provides additional material in support of the associated paper. We include in Sec-
tion 1 the full mathematical development for a number of formulations in the paper. They are not
required to understand the theoretical and practical workings of our method, but they may clarify some
of the steps taken along these derivations. Section 2 presents several rendered spheres with ground-truth
results for normal mapping and displacement mapping, as well as for our method with three sets of
sampling grid points. They cover a number of variations of roughnesses, isotropic or anisotropic micro-
facets distributions, diffuse or specular reflections, and lighting configurations for directional, irradiance
maps, or environment maps. The results are discussed with respect to our experience with using LEADR
mapping. Finally, a few samples of pseudocodes for the general algorithms are included.
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1 Mathematical Derivations

In this section we recall mathematical derivations related to slope distributions and normal distributions
used in the paper.

1.1 Jacobian of the Normal-to-Slope Transformation

Here we derive the Jacobian
∥∥∥ ∂ñ
∂ωn

∥∥∥ used in Equation (10) in the paper. We note a slope as ñ = (xñ, yñ)t

and its relation to the normal ωn is given by

ωn =
(−xñ,−yñ, 1)t√

1 + x2
ñ + y2

ñ

.

In spherical coordinates (θ, φ), the normal is given by

ωn = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ)t

and the slopes can thus be obtained by(
θ
φ

)
→
(
xñ
yñ

)
=

(
− tan θ cosφ
− tan θ sinφ

)
.

These coordinates systems are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Normal-to-slope transformation. The Jacobian of this transformation is the ratio between the
infinitesimal surface element ∂ñ and ∂ωn.

The Jacobian of this transformation corresponds to∥∥∥∥ ∂ñ

∂(θ, φ)

∥∥∥∥ =

∣∣∣∣∣∂xñ

∂θ
∂xñ

∂φ
∂yñ
∂θ

∂yñ
∂φ

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣− 1
cos2 θ cosφ tan θ sinφ
− 1

cos2 θ sinφ − tan θ cosφ

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ sin θ

cos3 θ

∣∣∣∣ .
The Jacobian of the normal-to-slope transformation is∥∥∥∥ ∂ñ∂ωn

∥∥∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥ ∂ñ

∂(θ, φ)

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∂(θ, φ)

∂ωn

∥∥∥∥ =

∣∣∣∣ sin θ

cos3 θ

∣∣∣∣ 1

| sin θ|
=

1

| cos3 θ|

where
∥∥∥∂(θ,φ)
∂ωn

∥∥∥ = 1
| sin θ| is the Jacobian used to transform solid angles into spherical coordinates. Since we

define the macronormal ωg = (0, 0, 1)t, we have (ωn · ωg) = cos θ and thus∥∥∥∥ ∂ñ∂ωn
∥∥∥∥ =

1

|ωn · ωg|3
. (1)
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1.2 Beckmann Distribution

The Beckmann distribution is built upon a Gaussian distribution of slopes, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
Gaussian slope distribution P22(ñ) is such as

1 =

∫ ∫
P22(ñ) dñ.

Figure 2: The Beckmann distribution is built upon a Gaussian slope distribution.

By integrating over the normals instead of over the slopes with the variable change dñ =
∥∥∥ ∂ñ
∂ωn

∥∥∥ dωn, we

get

1 =

∫
Ω

P22(ñ)

∥∥∥∥ ∂ñ∂ωn
∥∥∥∥ dωn

=

∫
Ω

P22(ñ)

(ωn · ωg)3
dωn.

In distribution P22, the density of each microfacet slope is weighted by its projected area (ωn · ωg) over the
macrosurface. In the Beckmann distribution D, each normal is represented independently of any reference
plane and is weighted by its real area in world space. This is why it comes with the additional factor 1

ωn·ωg

1 =

∫
Ω

(ωn · ωg)
P22(ñ)

(ωn · ωg)4
dωn

=

∫
Ω

(ωn · ωg)D(ωn) dωn

where the Beckmann distribution is

D(ωn) =
P22(ñ)

(ωn · ωg)4
. (2)

1.3 Jacobian of the Reflection Operation

Here we derive the Jacobian
∥∥∥ ∂ωi

∂ωn

∥∥∥ used in Sections 4.4 and 5.2 of the paper. The reflection operator is

defined by ωi = 2 (ωn ·ωo)ωn−ωo. To simplify the derivation we chose to center the basis around ωo instead
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of ωn this time

ωo =

0
0
1

 ωn =

sin θ cosφ
sin θ sinφ

cos θ


and the reflected vector is then

ωi = 2

cosφ sin θ cos θ
sinφ sin θ cos θ

cos2 θ

−
0

0
1

 .

They are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Reflection operation. The Jacobian of this transformation is the ratio between the infinitesimal
solid angles ∂ωi and ∂ωn.

The partial derivatives of ωi are

∂ωi
∂θ

= 2

cosφ
(
cos2 θ − sin2 θ

)
sinφ sin θ cos θ
−2 cos θ sin θ

 and
∂ωi
∂φ

= 2

− cos θ sin θ sinφ
cos θ sin θ cosφ

0


and the Jacobian of this transformation is given by the norm of the wedge product

∥∥∥∥ ∂ωi
∂(θ, φ)

∥∥∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥∂ωi∂θ
∧ ∂ωi
∂φ

∥∥∥∥ = 4

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∣∣∣∣∣∣
cosφ

(
cos2 θ − sin2 θ

)
sinφ sin θ cos θ −2 cos θ sin θ

− cos θ sin θ sinφ cos θ sin θ cosφ 0
~i ~j ~k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∥∥∥∥∥∥

= 4

√(
2 cos2 θ sin2 θ cosφ

)2
+
(
−2 cos2 θ sin2 θ sinφ

)2
+
(
cos θ sin θ

(
cos2 θ − sin2 θ

))2
= 4| cos θ sin θ|.

The solid angle transformation of the reflection operation is the Jacobian∥∥∥∥ ∂ωi∂ωn

∥∥∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥ ∂ωi
∂(θ, φ)

∥∥∥∥ ∥∥∥∥∂(θ, φ)

∂ωn

∥∥∥∥ = 4 | cos θ sin θ| 1

| sin θ|
= 4 | cos θ|

and since in this basis (ωn · ωo) = cos θ, we get∥∥∥∥ ∂ωi∂ωn

∥∥∥∥ = 4 |ωn · ωo| . (3)
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1.4 The Projected Area

(a) configuration

(b) projected area =
ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

(c) projected area =

∫
P

ωn(p) · ωo
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp

(d) projected area =

∫
P

V (p, ωo)
ωn(p) · ωo
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp

Table 1: Different computations of the projected area.

The projected area is the area covered by the surface in the view direction, and equals the projected area
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of the mesonormal as illustrated in Table 1(b)

projected area =
ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

. (4)

Since the normals of the microsurface are associated to the slopes by

ωn
ωn · ωg

= (−xñ,−yñ, 1)t

and since the normal of the mesosurface is associated to the average slope by

ωn̄
ωn̄ · ωg

= (−E[xñ],−E[yñ], 1)
t

=

(
−
∫
P
xñ(p) kP(p) dp , −

∫
P
yñ(p) kP(p) dp , 1

)t
the mesonormal and the micronormals are linked by the relation

ωn̄
ωn̄ · ωg

=

∫
P

(−xñ(p),−yñ(p), 1)
t
kP(p) dp

=

∫
P

ωn(p)

ωn(p) · ωg
kP(p) dp. (5)

By combining Equations (4) and (5), and because of the linearity of the (nonclamped) dot product, we
get that the projected area is also the sum of the (nonclamped) projected area of all the microfacets, as
illustrated in Table 1(c)

projected area =
ωn̄

ωn̄ · ωg
· ωo

=

∫
P

ωn(p)

ωn(p) · ωg
kP(p) dp

 · ωo
=

∫
P

ωn(p) · ωo
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp. (6)

The same projected area can be obtained by accounting only for the microfacets that are visible in the
projection direction. This implies introducing a Heaviside masking term V , that removes microfacets that
are not visible (V = 0), as illustrated in Table 1(d),

projected area =

∫
P

V (p, ωo)
ωn(p) · ωo
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp. (7)

1.5 The Masking Term

In this section we show how the masking term is related to the Normal Distribution Function (NDF), and
how it is used to normalize the BRDF. Contrary to common belief, we show that the masking term due
to Smith [Smi67] is not an approximation, but is the exact required renormalization coefficient. We also
show how to use this property to avoid some shader computations when the shadowing occurring on the
microsurface is not rendered, and thus, does not need to be filtered.
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Deriving the Exact Masking Term. From Equations (4) and (7) we get

ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

=

∫
P

V (p, ωo)
ωn(p) · ωo
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp.

Note that microfacets that are backface culled are always self-masked (V = 0), and replacing the dot product
by a clamped dot product produces the same result

ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

=

∫
P
V (p, ωo)

〈ωn(p), ωo〉
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp

where we note 〈−,−〉 the clamped dot product. Even if it does not immediately change the result, we
introduce the clamped dot product because it is required for the next step of this derivation. An important
assumption in microfacet theory is that masking V (p, ωo) and orientation of nonbackface culled normals
ωn(p) are independent. Integrating only over the nonbackface culled microfacets with the clamped dot
product keeps the integrands independent and allows for separate integration

ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

=

∫
P

V (p, ωo) kP(p) dp

∫
P

〈ωn(p), ωo〉
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp

= E[V (p, ωo)] E[〈ωn(p), ωo〉]

where E[V (p, ωo)] is the average masking term, and E[〈ωn(p), ωo〉] is the average backface culled projected
area. By changing the integration domain from surface patch P to the space of the normals, the average
backface culled projected area can be expressed as

E[〈ωn(p), ωo〉] =

∫
P

〈ωn(p), ωo〉
ωn(p) · ωg

kP(p) dp

=

∫
Ω

〈ωn, ωo〉D(ωn) dωn

where D is the NDF over P.
The average masking over the surface is then entirely determined by the NDF

E[V (p, ωo)] =
ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

1

E[〈ωn(p), ωo〉]

=
ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

1∫
Ω

〈ωn, ωo〉D(ωn) dωn

. (8)

If D is a Beckmann distribution, the solution of this equation is exact and expressed as

E[V (p, ωo)] =
1

1 + Λ(ωo)

where 1
1+Λ(ωo) is the masking/shadowing function from Smith [Smi67]. A derivation of this equa-

tion for a noncentered Beckmann distribution is given in the supplemental material of Heitz et al. [HNPN13].
Originally, Smith [Smi67] used another derivation based on a raytracing formulation. Note that the only
approximations we made so far are the assumptions of normal/masking independence and of a Gaussian
surface (D is a Beckmann distribution).
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The Normalization Coefficient. The NDF is such as that the total projected area onto the macrosurface
is the surface of patch P (defined as the value 1 in this document)

1 =

∫
Ω

(ωn · ωg)D(ωn) dωn.

Similarly, the NDF is also such as that the projected area onto the view direction is the projected area of
the mesonormal

ωn̄ · ωo
ωn̄ · ωg

= E[V (p, ωo)]E[〈ωn(p), ωo〉]

=
1

1 + Λ(ωo)

∫
Ω

〈ωn, ωo〉D(ωn) dωn. (9)

This shows formally that Smith’s masking function 1
1+Λ(ωo) has to be used to ensure the conservation of the

projected area, and thus, of the energy of the BRDF. It cannot be replaced with other arbitrarily chosen
masking functions.

Misunderstanding of the Masking Term. A common misbelief in the computer graphics community
(e.g., [WMLT07, MHM+13]) is that Smith’s masking term is an alternative “good approximation” to Cook
and Torrance’s masking term based on V-cavities [CT82] (usually called “the geometric factor”), and that
the choice of the best masking term is arbitrary.

Our derivations show that Smith’s formula is not just a good approximation, but is the
exact masking term under the assumptions of the model (i.e., Gaussian surface and normal/-
masking independence). Smith’s masking term provides the exact renormalization coefficient
required for the BRDF, is entirely determined by the NDF, and cannot be arbitrarily chosen.

Smith compared his formula to real-world measurements and discovered that it was a good approximation.
The approximation does not reside in his derivation because, within the framework of his model, his formula
is exact. The approximation resides in the estimation of real-world surfaces with Gaussian statistics, and in
the assumption of normal/masking independence.

Note that Smith’s formula can be generalized for any kind of NDF D, as shown in Equation (9) (under
the assumption of normal/masking independence). Walter et al. [WMLT07] show how to extend Smith’s
raytracing formulation to derive a generalized form for his formula. It provides the same formula than the
solution of our Equation (9). The advantage of our derivations is mainly that it emphasizes the relation with
the projected area, and thus that the result is exact rather than approximate.

Using this Knowledge to Simplify Shader Code without Self-Shadowing. Equation (9) can be
used to avoid evaluations of the masking term when shadows are not rendered. The shadowing term is
E[V (p, ωo)V (p, ωi)] = 1

1+Λ(ωo)+Λ(ωi)
. As explained in Section 6 of the paper, rendering self-shadowing effects

over highly detailed displacement maps may be difficult because very high resolution shadow maps need to be
used in order to capture the shadows of the small displacements. In real life, one may want to only account
for long-range shadows and neglect self-shadowing over the displacement map. In this case, the filtering
strategy should not integrate shadowing. Indeed, if shadowing is represented in the filtered BRDF but not
computed at close-up views, then transitions between scales may be inconsistent (the filtered appearance
with the shadowing term would look darker than the ground truth without shadowing). Therefore, when
self-shadowing of the displacement map is not rendered, we replace the masking/shadowing term by the
masking term only, by replacing 1

1+Λ(ωo)+Λ(ωi)
by 1

1+Λ(ωo) .

If only 1
1+Λ(ωo) has to be evaluated, we can use Equation (9) to avoid a direct evaluation by reusing

computations in the shader code. We have

ωn̄ · ωg
ωn̄ · ωo

1

1 + Λ(ωo)
=

1∫
Ω

〈ωn, ωo〉D(ωn) dωn

.
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In Algorithms 1 and 3 in the paper, we use sampling schemes where the integration of a quantity over the
space of the normals is replaced by a discrete sum over the space of the slopes∫

Ω

(−)D(ωn) dωn ≈
∑
N2

(−)
Wñ

ωn · ωg
,

where Wñ is a precomputed Gaussian weight and 1
ωn·ωg

is the projection weighting associated with D, as

explained in Section 1.2 of this document. Note that this approximation is exact when N → ∞. Then we
can approximate

ωn̄ · ωg
ωn̄ · ωo

1

1 + Λ(ωo)
≈ 1∑

N2

〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

Wñ

. (10)

In Algorithms 1 and 3 in the paper, we accumulate the sum S =
∑
N2

〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

Wñ in the integration loops of

the algorithms, thus reusing most of the operations. After the integration loops, we divide the result by S.
This spares the multiplication by 1

1+Λ(ωo)
ωn̄·ωg

ωn̄·ωo
, and thus the evaluation of function Λ.

Here are the simplified versions of Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 from the paper, without self-shadowing, and
optimized with this solution. The modifications, compared to the original algorithms in the paper, are
indicated in red.

Simplified Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 presented in the paper numerically integrates

I =
ωn̄ · ωg
ωn̄ · ωo

∑
N2

L(ωi)F (ωh, ωi)
〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

1 + Λ(ωo) + Λ(ωi)
W (ñ).

By dropping the self-shadowing it becomes

I =
ωn̄ · ωg
ωn̄ · ωo

∑
N2

L(ωi)F (ωh, ωi)
〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

1 + Λ(ωo)
W (ñ).

and by using Equation (10), it becomes

I =

∑
N2

L(ωi)F (ωh, ωi)
〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

W (ñ)∑
N2

〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

W (ñ)

.

This is what is computed by this simplified version of Algorithm 1. The pseudocode of this algorithm is
provided in Section 3 of this document.

Simplified Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 presented in the paper computes the irradiance map where masking
and shadowing are included

E(ωn) =

∫
Ωi

L(ωi) 〈ωn, ωi〉
1 + Λ(ωo) + Λ(ωi)

dωi.
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Algorithm 1 Lighting environment map sampling without self-shadowing

function LightingEnvMapSampling(ωo,E[ñ], σx, σy, cxy)
I = 0
S = 0
for j, k = 1..N do

xñ = pj σx + E[xñ]

yñ = (rxy pj +
√

1− r2
xy pk)σy + E[yñ]

Wñ = WjWk

ωn = (−xñ,−yñ, 1)/
√
x2
ñ + y2

ñ + 1
ωi = 2 (ωn · ωo)ωn − ωo
J = 4× |ωn · ωo| × |ωn · ωg|3
α = J ×A
LOD = log2

(√
α

4π × textureSize
)

I += Wñ × F (ωn, ωi)× 〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

× textureLod(ωi,LOD)

S += Wñ × 〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

end for
return I/S
end function

Without shadowing we just withdraw masking and shadowing (masking will be integrated in “Simplified
Algorithm 3”)

E(ωn) =

∫
Ωi

L(ωi) 〈ωn, ωi〉 dωi.

Algorithm 2 Computing the irradiance map without self-shadowing

function InitIrradianceMapCoefs
for 0 ≤ l ≤ 2 and −l ≤ m ≤ l do

Llm = 0
end for
for each directional light of radiance L and direction δωi do

L00 += L00 + 0.282095× L
(L11, L10, L1−1) += 0.488603× (xi, zi, yi)× L
(L21, L2−1, L2−2) += 1.092548× (xizi, yizi, xiyi)×L
L20 += 0.315392× (3z2

i − 1)× L
L22 += 0.546274× (x2

i − y2
i )× L

end for
Llm += Llm(environment)
end function

Simplified Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 presented in the paper computes

I =
ωn̄ · ωg
ωn̄ · ωo

1

π

∑
N2

E(ωn)
〈ωn, ωo〉
ωn · ωg

W (ñ)

where the irradiance map E already contained the masking and shadowing for each light direction. “Sim-
plified Algorithm 2” computes E without masking and shadowing, and thus it needs to be added within
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Algorithm 3. We use the same trick as in “Simplified Algorithm 1”

I =
1

π

∑
N2

E(ωn) 〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

W (ñ)∑
N2

〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

W (ñ)
.

In order to sample a single directional light with diffuse microfacets, it is not necessary to use the irradiance
map decomposition done in Algorithm 2. It can directly be done by integrating the irradiance of the single
light, thus replacing E(ωn) by L× 〈ωn · ωi〉, where ωi is the direction of the light and L, its radiance.

Algorithm 3 Irradiance map sampling without self-shadowing

function IrradianceMapSampling(ωo,E[ñ], σx, σy, cxy)
I = 0
S = 0
for j, k = 1..N do

xñ = pj σx + E[xñ]

yñ = (rxy pj +
√

1− r2
xy pk)σy + E[yñ]

Wñ = WjWk

ωn = (−xñ,−yñ, 1)/
√
x2
ñ + y2

ñ + 1

I += Wñ × 〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

× E(ωn)

S += Wñ × 〈ωn,ωo〉
ωn·ωg

end for
return I/S × 1

π
end function
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2 Shading Models

2.1 Normal Mapping vs. Displacement Mapping

In this section we compare appearances produced by normal mapping and displacement mapping. Both are
computed by applying a noise function with controllable Gaussian statistics on a sphere. The roughness
statistics are given by slope standard deviations σθ and σφ in local basis (ωθ, ωφ) defined at each point over
a sphere, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 2.

Figure 4: We use a noise primitive that produces Gaussian slope statistics (σθ, σφ) at any local frame
(ωθ, ωφ) on the sphere. The noise statistics are constant in world space and are not affected by the spherical
parameterization.

Normal map

Displacement map

Frequency ratio 1 2 4 8 64

Table 2: We create procedural normals and procedural displacements with a controllable noise producing
constant Gaussian statistics over the surface of a sphere. The supersampled shading produced by high-
frequency normals or displacements converges toward the BRDF of the noisy surface, and tends to be
smooth.

In Table 3 we illustrate the difference at macroscale between normal mapping and displacement mapping.
For small roughnesses (e.g., σ < 0.25), the surface of the sphere is rather smooth, and both mappings produce
very similar results. However, as roughness increases, displacements produce more appearance effects due
to backface culling and projection weighting. In such situation, faces that point toward the viewer become
more visible and the appearances produced by both methods strongly diverge. As a side note, one can also
observe the displaced silhouettes resulting in displacement mapping, which do not occur in normal mapping.
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σθ = 0.01 σθ = 0.05 σθ = 0.25 σθ = 0.50 σθ = 1.00 σθ = 1.50 σθ = 2.00
σφ = 0.01 σφ = 0.05 σφ = 0.25 σφ = 0.50 σφ = 1.00 σφ = 1.50 σφ = 2.00

Table 3: Normal mapping (top row) vs. displacement mapping (middle row) for diffuse microfacets of different
roughnesses (bottom row) with one front light, i.e., shining from the camera direction.
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2.2 Our Shading Models and Comparisons with Ground Truth

We show the behavior of our BRDF models for different microfacet distributions, lighting configurations, and
sampling budgets. We compare results produced at microscale by normal mapping, displacement mapping,
and our model. We show results for diffuse microfacets with a single directional light (Tables 4 and 5), with
irradiance mapping (Tables 6 and 7), and for specular microfacets with environment lighting (Tables 8 and
9). We show results for isotropic and anisotropic microfacet distributions, where the anisotropy is latitudinal,
i.e., with scratches parallel to the equator, or longitudinal, i.e., with scratches running from the North pole
to the South pole. In every table handling anisotropy, the different roughnesses (i.e., for σθ vs. σφ) in each
row indicates the “strength” of the anisotropy. The low frequency normal and displacement mapped spheres
give also a sense of the orientation and “strength” of the anisotropy.

In the following figures, we denote “Normal map” and “Displacement map” the images computed for
low- and high-frequencies (subpixel) normal mapping and displacement mapping, respectively, applied in the
same way as in Table 3. The results denoted under “LEADR N × N” are the results computed with our
BRDF models with a grid of size N ×N for numerical integration.

Finally, in Table 10, we illustrate, for a number of roughness values, the tradeoffs between efficiency and
bias of LEADR for specular microfacets, according to the grid size of samples.
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Normal map Displacement map
frequency frequency LEADR

Roughness low high low high 5× 5 32× 32 128× 128

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.01

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.05

σθ = 0.25
σφ = 0.25

σθ = 0.50
σφ = 0.50

σθ = 1.00
σφ = 1.00

σθ = 1.50
σφ = 1.50

σθ = 2.00
σφ = 2.00

Table 4: Isotropic pure diffuse microfacets and one front light.
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Normal map Displacement map
frequency frequency LEADR

Roughness low high low high 5× 5 32× 32 128× 128

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.02

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.04

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.08

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.10

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.20

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.40

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 0.40

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 0.80

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 1.60

Table 5: Anisotropic pure diffuse microfacets and one front light.
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Normal map Displacement map
frequency frequency LEADR

Roughness low high low high 5× 5 32× 32 128× 128

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.05

σθ = 0.25
σφ = 0.25

σθ = 0.50
σφ = 0.50

σθ = 1.00
σφ = 1.00

σθ = 1.50
σφ = 1.50

σθ = 2.00
σφ = 2.00

Table 6: Isotropic pure diffuse microfacets with an irradiance map.
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Normal map Displacement map
frequency frequency LEADR

Roughness low high low high 5× 5 32× 32 128× 128

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.02

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.04

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.08

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.10

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.20

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.40

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 0.40

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 0.80

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 1.60

Table 7: Anisotropic pure diffuse microfacets with an irradiance map.
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Normal map Displacement map
frequency frequency LEADR

Roughness low high low high 5× 5 32× 32 128× 128

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.01

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.05

σθ = 0.25
σφ = 0.25

σθ = 0.50
σφ = 0.50

σθ = 1.00
σφ = 1.00

σθ = 1.50
σφ = 1.50

σθ = 2.00
σφ = 2.00

Table 8: Isotropic pure specular microfacets with an environment lighting.
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Normal map Displacement map
frequency frequency LEADR

Roughness low high low high 5× 5 32× 32 128× 128

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.02

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.04

σθ = 0.01
σφ = 0.08

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.10

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.20

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.40

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 0.40

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 0.80

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 1.60

Table 9: Anisotropic pure specular microfacets with an environment lighting.
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LEADR
Roughness 8× 8 16× 16 32× 32 64× 64 128× 128

σθ = 0.05
σφ = 0.20

σθ = 0.20
σφ = 1.60

σθ = 2.00
σφ = 2.00

Table 10: Convergence of LEADR environment map sampling scheme. The tradeoff between efficiency and
bias can be adjusted by choosing the number of samples.
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2.3 Discussion

We can draw a number of conclusions from our experience with our shading models, as discussed below.
These results emphasize the fact that normal mapping and displacement mapping diverge, and do not

produce the same appearance when the roughness is important. This shows that even the most sophisticated
normal mapping filtering methods, such as [HSRG07], will fail at capturing the appearance of displacement
maps since the best they can achieve is the ground-truth appearance of normal maps. On the other hand,
our filtering model integrates backface culling and projection weighting specific to displacement maps. When
the number of samples N is important, the appearance produced by our BRDF model converges toward the
appearance produced by high-frequency displacement maps with the same Gaussian roughness parameters.
This validates that our model is exact when applied to Gaussian surfaces.

Concerning the choice of the number of samples, first, for diffuse microfacets, a sampling of 5×5 produces
all the important visual features, and there is no differences between a sampling of 9× 9 and the converged
result computed with a 128× 128 grid. To get the best performance/quality tradeoff, we recommend to use
5× 5 samples for diffuse microfacets.

Second, for specular microfacets, Figure 5 shows continuous reconstruction filters used to sample an
environment map. We compare the filter reconstructed by sampling distribution P22 with our grid approach
and with importance sampling. For small values of N , importance sampling is too sensitive to the random
samples configuration; the uniform grid provides better results.

Uniform grid 3× 3 5× 5 10× 10 30× 30

Importance 9 25 100 900

Figure 5: Continuous reconstruction filter for sampling with (top) a uniform grid sampling and (bottom)
with importance for two view directions (arrow in each left image). In the four columns on the right,
reconstruction from the sampling in the associated cubemap.

Third, our sampling scheme for specular microfacets with environment lighting ensures noise-free results.
However, it requires an important number of samples to converge for stronger roughnesses (e.g., σ > 0.25) as
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shown in Table 10. This is particularly true for anisotropic microfacet distributions. The tradeoff between
efficiency and bias can be adjusted by choosing the number of samples.
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3 Pseudocode

In this section, we provide commented pseudocode for the fragment shaders associated with our methods.

3.1 Distributions

The 2D Gaussian slope distribution is defined by

P22(xñ, yñ) =
1

2π
√
|Σ|

exp

(
−1

2

(
xñ − E[xñ]
yñ − E[yñ]

)t
Σ−1

(
xñ − E[xñ]
yñ − E[yñ]

))
.

� �
float
P22 (

float x, float y,
float x0 , float y0, // average slope
float var_x , float var_y , float c_xy // slope covariance matrix

)
{

x -= x0;
y -= y0;
float det = var_x*var_y - c_xy*c_xy;
float arg_exp = -0.5 * (x*x*var_y + y*y*var_x - 2.0*x*y*c_xy) / det;
float P22_ = 0.15915 * inversesqrt(det) * exp(arg_exp );
return P22_;

}
� �
The Beckmann distribution is defined by

D(ωn) =
P22(ñ)

(ωn · ωg)4
.

� �
float
D (

vec3 N,
float x0 , float y0, // average slope
float var_x , float var_y , float c_xy // slope covariance matrix

)
{

x = -N.x / N.z; // slope x
y = -N.y / N.z; // slope y
float P22_ = P22(x, y, x0 , y0 , var_x , var_y , c_xy);
float D_ = P22_ / (N.z * N.z * N.z * N.z);
return D_;

}
� �
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3.2 Function Λ

Function Λ is used in the masking and shadowing terms. For a view/light direction defined by ω =
(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ), the Gaussian slope distribution projected along this direction is defined by
its average and variance

µ(φ) = cosφE[xñ] + sinφE[yñ]

σ2(φ) = cos2 φσ2
x + sin2 φσ2

y + 2 cosφ sinφ cxy.

We define ν = cot θ−µ(φ)

σ(φ)
√

2
and use it with the approximation from Walter et al. [WMLT07]:

Λ(ω) ≈
{

1.0−1.259ν+0.396ν2

3.535ν+2.181ν2 if ν < 1.6

0 otherwise.� �
float
Lambda (

vec3 V, // view vector (world space)
vec3 X, vec3 Y, vec3 Z, // local basis (world space)
float x0 , float y0, // average slope
float var_x , float var_y , float c_xy // slope covariance matrix

)
{

// view vector projected in plane (X, Y)
vec2 V_xy = normalize(vec2(dot(V, X), dot(V, Y)));

// slope statistics in direction V_xy Eq. (15) and (16)
float mu_phi = V_xy.x * x0 + V_xy.y * y0;
float var_phi = V_xy.x*V_xy.x*var_x + V_xy.y*V_xy.y*var_y

+ 2.0* V_xy.x*V_xy.y*c_xy;

// slope of view vector
float cos_theta_v = dot(V, Z);
float mu_v = cos_theta_v / sqrt (1.0 - cos_theta_v*cos_theta_v );

// Walter ’s approximation
float nu = clamp( (mu_v -mu_phi )* inversesqrt (2.0* var_phi), 0.001, 1.599);
float Lambda_ = (1.0 -1.259* nu_v +0.396* nu_v*nu_v) / (3.535* nu_v +2.181* nu_v*nu_v);
return Lambda_;

}
� �
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3.3 Analytical Evaluation of a Rough Specular BRDF with a Point Light Source

For a point/directional lighting from direction ωi with radiance L we derived the analytical form

I =
ωn̄ · ωg
ωn̄ · ωo

LF (ωh, ωi)

4 [1 + Λ(ωo) + Λ(ωi)]
D(ωh).

Note that since ωg = (0, 0, 1)t the inverse projected area can be written

ωn̄ · ωg
ωn̄ · ωo

=
1

(−E[xñ],−E[yñ], 1)t · ωo
.

� �
float
roughSpecularPointLight (

vec3 V, vec3 L, // view and light vectors (world space)
vec3 X, vec3 Y, vec3 Z, // local basis (world space)
float x0 , float y0, // average slope
float var_x , float var_y , float c_xy // slope covariance matrix

)
{

// half vector
vec3 H = normalize(V+L);
vec3 Hxyz = normalize(vec3(dot(H, X), dot(H, Y), dot(H, Z)));
if(Hxyz.z <= 0.0) return 0.0;

// evaluate Beckmann distribution D at half vector
float d = D(H, x0, y0 , var_x , var_y , c_xy);

// masking and shadowing
float Lambda_V = Lambda(V, X, Y, Z, x0, y0, var_x , var_y , c_xy);
float Lambda_L = Lambda(L, X, Y, Z, x0, y0, var_x , var_y , c_xy);
float MaskingAndShadowing = 1.0 / (1.0 + Lambda_V + Lambda_L );

// inverse projected area
float inverse_projected_area = 1.0 / dot(-x0*X-y0*Y+Z), V);

// radiance
float I = 0.25 * inverse_projected_area * L * d * MaskingAndShadowing;
return I;

}
� �
Note that in this implementation:

• We dropped the Fresnel term F (ωh, ωi). Since it is just a separable scaling factor, it can be easily
added.

• We account for masking and shadowing. If self-shadowing over the displaced surface is not accounted
for, one would include only masking and drop the term Λ(ωi).
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3.4 Integration Samples

We propose an example of a 5 × 5 sampling grid. We empirically observed that a spacing of 0.9 between
the samples delivers the best results for this grid size. For larger values of N we increase the spacing value,
though it is not necessary to place samples beyond [−3.0, 3.0], where the normal distribution evaluates to
almost 0.� �
const int nbSamples = 5;
const float p[5] = float [5](-1.8, -0.9, 0.0, 0.9, 1.8);
const float w[5] = float [5](0.0725 , 0.2443 , 0.3663 , 0.2443 , 0.0725);
const float sampleLength = 0.9; // length of a sample in slope space
� �
3.5 Numerical Integration of a Rough Specular BRDF with a Cube Map

This is an implementation of “Simplified Algorithm 1” presented in this document. It does not account for
self-shadowing over the displacement map.� �
vec3
roughSpecularCubeMap (

vec3 V, // view vector (world space)
vec3 X, vec3 Y, vec3 Z, // local basis (world space)
float x0 , float y0, // average slopes
float var_x , float var_y , float c_xy // covariance matrix

)
{

float sigma_x = sqrt(var_x);
float sigma_y = sqrt(var_y);
float r_xy = c_xy / (sigma_x*sigma_y );
float r_xy_ = sqrt (1.0 - r_xy*r_xy);
float LODoffset =

-1.48+ log2(sampleLength*max(sigma_x , sigma_y )* float(textureSize(cube_map , 0).x));

// numerical integration
float S = 0.0;
vec3 I = vec3 (0.0);
for(int i=0 ; i<nbSamples ; ++i)
for(int j=0 ; j<nbSamples ; ++j)
{

// microfacet slope
float x = x0 + p[i]* sigma_x;
float y = y0 + (p[i]*r_xy + p[j]*r_xy_ )* sigma_y;
// microfacet normal
vec3 N = normalize(- x*X - y*Y + Z);
// microfacet projected area
float dotVN = max(0.0, dot(V, N));
float dotZN = dot(Z, N);
float S_ = dotVN / dotZN;
// reflected vector
vec3 R = reflect(-V, N);
// Jacobian : slope space area to solid angle
float J = abs (4.0 * dotZN*dotZN*dotZN * dotVN);
// LOD in cube map
float LOD = 0.72* log(J) + LODoffset;
// radiance
vec3 I_ = textureLod(cube_map , R, LOD).rgb;
// sum up
S += w[i]*w[j] * S_;
I += w[i]*w[j] * S_ * I_;

}
return I/S;

}
� �
The computations linked to the LOD are chosen in the following way: the solid angle of a sample is α =
J × sampleLength2 ×max(σx, σy)2 and the associated angle is

θ ≈
√
α/π

= sampleLength×max(σx, σy)×
√
J/π.
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We approximate the angle of a cube map texel by π/(2× TextureSize), and we compute the LOD by

LOD = log2(2 θ × TextureSize/π)

= log2(2π−3/2 × sampleLength× TextureSize×max(σx, σy)×
√
J)

≈ −1.48 + log2(sampleLength× TextureSize×max(σx, σy)) + 0.72 log(J).

Note that when computing the solid angle of the reflection by multiplying the sample area in slope space
by the Jacobian of this transformation, we make the assumption that this Jacobian is constant within the
surface covered by the sample. In practice, when the number of samples is small, this assumption is not true
and we have to slightly bias the level of detail to avoid banding artifacts. For instance, in an implementation
with 5× 5 samples, we replace the constant −1.48 by 0.5, with 32× 32 samples we replace −1.48 by −0.5,
and with 128× 128, it does not need to be overestimated.

3.6 Numerical Integration of a Rough Diffuse BRDF with an Irradiance Map

This is an implementation of “Simplified Algorithm 3” presented in this document. It does not account for
self-shadowing over the displacement map.� �
vec3
roughDiffuse (

vec3 V, // view vector (world space)
vec3 X, vec3 Y, vec3 Z, // local basis (world space)
float x0 , float y0, // average slopes
float var_x , float var_y , float c_xy // covariance matrix

)
{

float sigma_x = sqrt(var_x);
float sigma_y = sqrt(var_y);
float r_xy = c_xy / (sigma_x*sigma_y );
float r_xy_ = sqrt (1.0 - r_xy*r_xy);

// numerical integration
float S = 0.0;
vec3 I = vec3 (0.0);
for(int i=0 ; i<nbSamples ; ++i)
for(int j=0 ; j<nbSamples ; ++j)
{

// microfacet slope
float x = x0 + p[i]* sigma_x;
float y = y0 + (p[i]*r_xy + p[j]*r_xy_ )* sigma_y;
// microfacet normal
vec3 N = normalize(- x*X - y*Y + Z);
// microfacet projected area
float dotVN = max(0.0, dot(V, N));
float dotZN = dot(Z, N);
float S_ = dotVN / dotZN;
// irradiance
vec3 I_ = irradiance(N);
// sum up
S += w[i]*w[j] * S_;
I += w[i]*w[j] * S_ * I_;

}
return I/S;

}
� �
Note that:

• The function “irradiance” is the function whose coefficients are computed in “Simplified Algorithm 2”.

• If one wants to render a single directional or point light source of radiance L from direction ωi, the
call to function “irradiance” can be replaced by L× 〈ωn, ωi〉.� �
vec3 I_ = vec3(max(0.0, dot(N, L)));
� �
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